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Independent Political Party

To save the food bowl and stop the carbon tax—

Fight the Queen!
ave no illusion—the Gillard government is pushing ahead with its plan to crush agriculture in the
Murray-Darling Basin. After an initial setback following furious community reaction to the Murray-Darling
Basin Authority plan, which claimed MDBA chairman
Mike Taylor, the forces driving to smash the food bowl
have regrouped, and Water Minister Tony Burke has
appointed Craig Knowles, yet another politician-cumbanker, as the new MDBA chairman. Knowles is disarmingly making reassuring noises to irrigators that
the MDBA plan is off the table, all the while both the
banks whose interests he represents, and the Minister
who appointed him, are pushing ahead with the shutdown of the basin.
As foreshadowed in the MDBA-commissioned
Rizza Report, the banks are withdrawing credit from
family farmers in the basin, and leaving a quiet trail of
destroyed lives and livelihoods in their wake. Water
Minister Tony Burke, himself a hard core greenie, told
the ABC’s Four Corners on 7th March he has every intention of ramming through the wholesale annihilation he calls “reform”: “The greatest enemy of water
reform is delay,” he said. “I will talk about everything
else that might be a way of finding a compromise that
works for communities, about finding ways of being
more efficient in how we care for our environmental
assets, but I will not tolerate discussion about further
delay.”
Indeed, the Gillard government has upped the
ante with its plan to impose a carbon tax, which itself will destroy food production in large parts of the
basin. The scientific sell-outs at the CSIRO who’ve

H

embraced climate change quackery have modelled the
extent to which various levels of a carbon tax would
increasingly replace food production in the lower MDB
with “carbon storage” in soils and tree plantations. At
$36 per tonne, food production in the entire lower
Murray-Darling Basin will be replaced altogether.
Queen and Green
The MDBA plan and the carbon tax have something in common: they are despised by the public. The
MDBA plan is universally loathed by its intended victims among the three million Australians who live in
the Basin, and opinion polls show the sympathies of
the majority of Australians who don’t live in the Basin are with the farmers—Aussies know where their
food comes from. The carbon tax is even more reviled, viewed by the great majority of Australians from
one end of the nation to the other as an unaffordable,
crushing addition to the already unbearable cost of
living which has reached crisis levels. Its predecessor,
the emissions trading scheme (ETS), was so toxic it
toppled both Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, and Opposition leader Malcolm Turnbull, when they colluded to
try to force it on Australians.
So why is Gillard pushing ahead with green policies that are so potentially politically fatal to her? The
answer is... the Queen.
Queen Elizabeth II personally leads an international drive to deindustrialise the world, using the environment, and fabricated environmental “threats” such
as global warming. The Queen rarely intervenes publicly in politics, preferring to exercise her monarchical

power behind the scenes, so as to not draw attention
to the enormous power she actually wields. For example, under Section 59 of Australia’s Commonwealth
Constitution, she has the power to override any law
passed by the Commonwealth Parliament within
twelve months of its assent by the Governor-General.
This incredible power has no qualifications, and shows
the claim that the Queen is a mere figurehead, and
that the Governor-General is Australia’s actual head of
state, to be laughable. She has discretely exercised her
Royal prerogative over Australia’s Commonwealth and
State governments far more often than the public realise, most notably by her sacking of the democratically-elected Whitlam Labor government in 1975, when
that government’s “buy back the farm” campaign to exert national control over Australia’s resources threatened the extensive resource holdings of Rio Tinto, the
mining company owned by the Queen herself. [The
proof that the Queen owns Rio Tinto comes from the
company itself, which promotes its Argyle Diamond
Mine in The Kimberley in WA as the Queen’s diamond
mine—Ed.]
But the Queen does publicly intervene when it
comes to promoting environmentalism and its genocidal agenda of global population reduction, as
trumpeted by her own husband, Prince
Philip. She allowed her husband
usband to use
his Royal title to launch environmentalnvironmentalism when he founded the World Wildlife
Fund in 1961, and the Australian
ustralian Conservation Foundation in 1963;
963; she deployed her own Official Secretary
ecretary to
the Australian Governor-General,
eneral, Sir
Murray Tyrrell—who was stationed
in Buckingham Palace for much of
1962—to get the ACF up and
running the following year,
ear,
for which she knighted him;
m;
she led the global escalaation of the green movement
nt
around “Earth Day” in 1970,
70,
urging Australians in a national broadcast in April that
at
year to “care for the environment”, at the same
time as her husband’s
WWF was
orchestrating the world’s first
environmental treaty,
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International
Importance, which is now the
legal mechanism being used
d to shut
down the Murray-Darling food
bowl.
ood bow
owl.
By her reserved standards, she
has gone positively berserk over
global warming, and repeatedly pulled rank to force
the fraud down people’s throats. In 2004, she ordered

British Prime Minister Tony Blair to make action on
climate change the focus of Britain’s turn at the presidency of the European Union. That same year, she deployed Tony Blair’s top science adviser Sir David King,
in what Britain’s 31st October, 2004 Observer newspaper called a “rare intervention in world politics”, to
the United States to convince then President George
W. Bush that climate change was a greater threat than
global terrorism.
The Queen went into overdrive in the lead-up to
the December 2009 Copenhagen conference, which
was supposed to achieve a binding global climate
change treaty centred on a global emissions trading
scheme. She used her speech at the Trinidad and Tobago Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
(CHOGM) a month earlier to order the assembled
government leaders of her old Empire, the Commonwealth, to lead the world on action on climate change.
“The Commonwealth can be proud of the fact that in
each of its six decades, it has shaped the international
response to emerging global challenges”, she droned.
“And on this, the eve of the UN Copenhagen Summit on Climate Change, the Commonwealth has an
opportunity to lead once more. The threat to our environment is not a new concern. But it is now
a global
challenge which will continue to afg
fect the
t security and stability of millions for
yyears
ye
ars to come. … In a world where polilitical,
itiica economic and environmental problems
le
m and opportunities cross continents,
the Commonwealth will also need to
th
pprove its relevance beyond its own
borders and develop a truly global
perspective.” Indeed, a truly global
dictatorship under cover of fighting
““climate change”.
Copenhagen’s failure was due to
a sovereign revolt from nations not
willing to commit to mass genocide
w
against their populations, not to a
lack of Royal effort. The Queen’s
son and heir, Prince Charles, attended on Her Majesty’s behalf to
harangue the delegates to submit to
a deal, and Australia’s Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd—a longstanding asset
of the Crown [see The New Citizen,
Oct./Nov. 2009]—trashed Australia’s
O
rrelationship with the Chinese, whom
hhe insulted as “ratf*kers”, trying to
implement the Queen’s CHOGM
orders.
Global eco-fascism
What the Queen is pushing is
nothing less than a global eco-fascist
dictatorship. The 2009 Copenhagen
conference was intended to achieve that through a
legally binding international treaty that would have

stripped nations of their sovereignty. Dan Cass, who represented the Australian Conservation Foundation at the 1992
Rio Earth Summit, even called
for such a treaty to be enforced militarily (The Age, Dec.
10, 2010).
Copenhagen failed, but
now that same agenda has reemerged in Europe, under the
Queen’s direction.The German
Advisory Council on Global
Change, known as the WBGU,
has just released a manifesto
entitled “World in Transition—
A Social Contract for Sustainability”, which demands a
“great transformation” in production, consumption patterns,
and lifestyles, to achieve a zerocarbon economy, without fossil fuels or nuclear power. The
transformation will be as radical as in the previous
two fundamental transformations in world history—
the transformation from hunter/gatherer societies to
agrarian, and the Industrial Revolution—only this time,
the transformation would go backwards, to a “climatefriendly and sustainable world economic order”. And,
although the authors naturally don’t say so, that means
lowering energy consumption to return to the population potential of pre-industrial society, or about two
billion people, which will be achieved if the developing and so-called emerging countries submit to this
eco-dictatorship, because the death rate will know
no bounds. To create the “contractual basis” for this
new, sustainable world economic order, the authors
bombastically demand a new “world social contract”,
enforced by “a UN Council for Sustainable Development, co-equal to the Security Council and reflecting
the world of the states in the 21st Century”, constituting a world government with absolute authority.
Although nominally German, the WBGU is in fact
British, and acting on behalf of the Queen to create
an alliance between Britain and Germany to force a
zero-carbon régime on Europe, which will be a template for the whole world. Chairing the WBGU is Dr.
Hans Schellnhuber, who previously headed the climate change work at the Tyndall Centre of Britain’s
now discredited East Anglia University. Schellnhuber
is a favourite of the Queen. She deployed him to accompany British science adviser Sir David King on
his 2004 mission to convince George Bush on global
warming, and that same year she personally opened
a British-German Climate Conference at the British
Embassy in Berlin, during the course of which she inducted Professor Schellnhuber as an Honorary Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire (CBE).

It’s already here!
The transformation envisaged by the WBGU is already
well underway in Australia. The
“sustainable” Murray-Darling
Basin Plan to destroy the national food bowl and the carbon tax/ETS are the looming
threats, but they build on decades of fascist green policies
that have been imposed dictatorially on Australians—from
the landmark Franklin Dam
case in 1983, which was forced
onto the Tasmanian people
against their clear will, using
international treaties and mainland activists, to the locking up
of land in national parks, the
shutdown of obviously renewable and viable timber industries, and the bans on agricultural land-clearing.
Driving the MDBA Plan and the carbon tax is the
British Crown’s clear intention to reduce Australia’s
population, down to as few as five million people. All
of the key personnel pushing the two schemes are
Crown agents, and proponents of radical population
reduction. The MDBA plan is the work of Prince Philip’s WWF, which designed the Ramsar Treaty on which
it is based, and the WWF front the Wentworth Group
of Concerned Scientists, whose doyen, Professor Tim
Flannery, demands Australia’s population be cut back
to as few as six million people—a goal which destroying food production in the Murray-Darling will make
inevitable. Flannery is now also the Chairman of the
Government’s new Climate Change Commission,
which was established to propagandise for a carbon
tax/ETS.
And Julia Gillard herself, a supposed republican, is
so gung-ho to sacrifice Australian lives and living standards to a Royal agenda because she is a proud member of the Fabian Society, all of the 19th Century British founders of which, including HG Wells and George
Bernard Shaw, advocated the same genocidal population reduction as the Royal’s green movement today.
Gillard flashed her Union Jack underwear when she
created a Ministry for “Sustainable Population”—a euphemism for getting rid of people—under former Wilderness Society activist and current MDB grim reaper
Tony Burke.
Fight for national sovereignty,
economic development
The Australian people hate green fascism, but to
beat it, they have to fight the British Crown. They must
join the Citizens Electoral Council’s war of national liberation against the British Empire, and fight for the common good of people, for true national sovereignty, and

for economic development. If they choose to settle
for the assurances and promises of the Tony Abbott/
Barnaby Joyce coalition, they will, yet again, be sold
out—remember, in the Howard government, Abbott
and Joyce both supported the Water Act 2007 which
instigated the MDBA Plan, and a carbon emissions
trading scheme to siphon money off the people to
prop up bankrupt City of London banks.
The CEC has an economic development program
for Australia, which calls for:
● junking the free trade and green policies that
have annihilated Australian industry;
● establishing a national bank to invest in indus
try and infrastructure;
● reviving agriculture by fostering a return to in
dependent family farms, underpinned by par-

●

●

●

ity pricing for agricultural production;
re-establishing Australia as a manufacturing
powerhouse, with a strong machine tool sector;
constructing large-scale water, transportation
and power infrastructure—the CEC has plans
for 18 great water projects including the Clarence River and Bradfield schemes, a highspeed mag-lev rail network, and a nuclear power grid which utilises Australia’s abundance of
uranium and thorium deposits;
50 million people by 2050—a natural result
of implementing the above program.

Australia as a nation will not survive any more of
the Queen’s green fascism. Now is the time to fight!

